Cutting Instructions

- Print the Wood Stamp Case Inserts on standard white printer paper.
- Trim to the guild lines closest to the image.
- *each printer might adjust size of print out so adjust accordingly*
  - Place in Stampin Trimmer with “A” correctly positioned.
  - Place left side of paper at 7 3/8”, cut
  - Turn paper 90 degrees to the left, so your just cut edge is at the top
  - Place left side of paper at 9”, cut
  - Turn paper 90 degrees to the left, so your just cut edge is at the top
  - Place left side of paper at 6 1/4”, cut
  - Turn paper 90 degrees to the left, so your just cut edge is at the top
  - Place left side of paper at 7”, cut
  - Place paper in Score Board with the words “Stampin Blends” at the top correctly positions to read left to right
  - Score at 1 1/8”
  - Fold score line
- Insert into Wood Stamp Case.
Stampin’ Spots Neutrals

Stampin’ Spots

Neutrals

Merry Merlot
Early Espresso
Soft Suede
Crumb Cake
Sahara Sand
Gray Granite
Smoky Slate
Basic Gray
Mossy Meadow
Night of Navy
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Stampin’ Spots

Magenta Madness

Rococo Rose

Terracotta Tile

Seaside Spray

Misty Moonlight

Just Jade

Bumble Bee

Pretty Peacock

Purple Pose
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Stampin’ Spots Basics

Whisper White
Very Vanilla
Basic Black
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